February 10, 2022

Dear Alex,

Thank you for investing in a healthier world through your contribution to the Ton-for-Ton Challenge.

Your $240 tax-deductible donation supports COREworks, a homegrown innovation whose mission is to accelerate the roll-out of climate-friendly projects in Rockbridge County, Virginia.

In recognition of your contribution, we have allocated on your behalf two COREworks offset(s) generated by an operating solar array listed in the COREworks marketplace. Quantified as metric tons carbon dioxide equivalent (MTCO2eq), each one-ton offset is akin to preventing travel emissions from a round-trip coast-to-coast US flight or 2,500 miles of driving.

As acknowledgment of your gift, you will receive a digital offset certificate within the next 7 days. If you made this donation in honor of someone else, we will send the certificate to your beneficiary instead, as well as an accompanying letter informing them of your generosity.

This win-win donation not only lightens your step, but also creates bounty for Rockbridge County since we direct 100% of your gift to help launch the next COREworks project. All COREworks projects include additional social and ecological benefits so that means the good just keeps on growing.

Thank you for being part of it all.

Yours for a thriving Earth,

The Boxerwood COREworks Team

P.S. This email serves as an e-receipt for your tax-deductible contribution for which no goods or services have been exchanged. The COREworks (Boxerwood) federal EIN is 54-1937944. If you are already a supporter of Boxerwood, thank you doubly! We humbly request you sustain your ongoing organizational philanthropy so Boxerwood can keep all its endeavors flourishing.